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STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD 

AGENDA 
 

Wednesday 29 January 2020 
 
 

1. Apologies for Absence   

2. Declarations of Interest   

 To receive any declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms of any Grant(s) of Dispensation by the Audit Board or 
Managing Director. 
 

 

3. Confirmation of the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic 
Housing Board held on 16 October 2019 and Matters Arising 
(Pages 1 - 6) 

 

 To confirm the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board 
held on 16th October 2019 as an accurate record.  
 

 

4. Urgent Items   

5. References from Other Committees   

6. Update on Government Funding to Support Homelessness 
(Pages 7 - 10) 

 

 To provide an update on recent government funding for 
homelessness projects in Dartford. 
 

 

7. Dartford Homelessness (Pages 11 - 14)  

 To provide background and context to the annual homelessness 
statistics for Dartford produced by Shelter and outline the temporary 
accommodation available in the Borough. 
 

 

8. Kent County Council Select Committee Call for Evidence - 
Affordable Housing (Pages 15 - 18) 

 

 To respond to the Kent County Council Select Committee on 
Affordable Housing’s call for evidence. 
 

 

9. Dartford Strategic Housing Board Mosaic (Pages 19 - 20)  

 To consider the first outline draft of a proposed Strategic Housing 
Mosaic of Services for Dartford. 
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held on Wednesday 16 
October 2019. 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor David J Mote (Chairman) 
Councillor Jeremy A Kite MBE (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor Mrs Ann D Allen MBE 
Councillor Kelly Grehan 
 

 
 

 Dartford Borough Council Officers:- 
 

 Peter Dosad – Head of Housing 
 Sheri Green – Strategic Director (External 

Services) 
 Jackie Pye – Housing Development & Policy 

Manager 
 Teresa Ryszkowska – Head of Regeneration 

 
 

10. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

11. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

12. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD HELD ON 10 JULY 2019 AND MATTERS 
ARISING  
 
The Chairman noted that the Board had discussed identifying different 
categories of housing customers and segmentation along with the possibility 
of establishing a draft work plan to give direction to the Board’s work. The 
Strategic Director (External Services) explained that it was important to 
discuss the segmentation that had been identified and to agree the approach 
towards this before determining a work programme. 
  
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held on 10 
July 2019 be confirmed as an accurate record. 
 

13. URGENT ITEMS  
 
There were no urgent items. 
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14. REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES  
 
There were no references from other committees. 
 

15. STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD CLIENT GROUPS AND DEFINITIONS  
 
The Head of Housing explained that he had used the list of client target 
groups provided by the Chairman as a starting point in drawing up the target 
group segmentation for agreement. He noted that some of the groups 
overlapped and blurred with other categories. 
 
The Chairman explained that he wanted to create a mosaic of customer 
groups,  whittled down to a manageable and realistic list to produce a gant 
chart whereby the x axis would form the different categories of housing target 
groups and the y axis would describe the circumstances of the various client 
groups. His aspiration was to create a tool that could be used by each client to 
establish precisely where they were positioned in terms of obtaining the 
different categories of housing tenure in the local Dartford housing economy 
and thereby what options were available to them. As an example the levels of 
household income that would be needed to purchase a 2, 3 or 4 bedroomed 
property or the levels of income needed to rent those properties. To do this it 
was important to agree the categories and different sets of circumstances that 
could apply as clearly as possible and then to identify any issues to be 
resolved. 
 
The Vice-Chairman said that this seemed a sensible approach but that he 
was concerned that the categories currently listed in the report tended to 
focus on the Council’s housing categorisations and that the role of the Board 
was much wider. The Board should be focussing on the housing economy 
including the private sector and the specific needs of other client groups such 
as families going through the trauma of marital break-up or seeking executive 
homes and thinking outside the box. It was as much about the needs of those 
employed in different vocations as those in social need. 
 
The Chairman explained that his original list had done this but tended to focus 
on the categories of people which the Council dealt with directly. The Head of 
Housing explained that these other groups were reflected in the categorisation  
so that those on benefits or equity rich groups were also included but were not 
identified as separate categories. 
 
The Vice-Chairman suggested that once the list of categories had been 
agreed these should be supported by a short paragraph on each one to clarify 
the categorisation. The Chairman felt that these could appear along the y axis 
of circumstances in his model. 
 
A Member raised the particular needs of ex-servicemen who were ending 
their service careers and had no experience of procuring non-service housing. 
She wondered whether there was any potential for working through the Armed 
Forces Covenant to obtain funding from the Ministry of Defence for assistance 
in finding homes to rent or buy.  
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The Chairman said that he was happy to hold a meeting to ‘brainstorm’ these 
issues and to bring something back to the next meeting and that this could be 
developed into a leaflet designed to signpost people to the different sources of 
information, options and points of contact. He envisaged doing this by the end 
of November with a view to putting together a mosaic of options for delivery 
next Spring. 
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) said that it would be possible to put 
together a simple, overarching document within the proposed timeframe but 
that if the intention was to drill down much further or to involve experts from 
outside organisations this would be much more time-consuming. The 
Chairman said that he understood this and that the document must be clear 
and simple but without skimping. He thought that this could be achieved by 
cross-referencing the work of other organisations and including links to 
sources of information. The Vice-Chairman said that this was, in reality, about 
good communication and was something that could be put on the Council’s 
web site with a single page supporting each category with a simple narrative 
that could be populated with information and could grow and develop over 
time. This could cross refer and link to sites in the private sector (without 
specifically promoting the virtues of any particular company as it was 
important that the Council was not seen to be promoting/advertising particular 
companies). He wanted this organised in such a way as it could be readily 
identified by web search engines so that it was the first page identified by 
those searching for housing in Dartford or making enquiries about the housing 
economy in Dartford. He noted that currently such a search did not readily 
identify the most important pages relating to Council housing services. The 
Chairman felt that a leaflet could also be useful to support anything on the 
web site. 
 
The Vice-Chairman said that he was a little concerned about the 
categorisation of vulnerable people and that the assessment of housing needs 
had to be based on a person’s circumstances rather than through 
categorisation. He also felt that it was important that anyone searching for 
specific information should be able to find it by accessing no more than three 
layers of information. The Strategic Director (External Services) explained that 
the categories listed in the report were merely a tool for the officers to assist 
them to produce the information to support this work but were unlikely to be 
used in the final document. 
 
The Chairman felt that he should take this work forward in the first instance, 
working with Councillors Allen and Grehan to produce a list that could then be 
presented to officers for their input. 
 
The Head of Housing felt that the main Housing Services web page already 
signposted people towards various options and other services available. 
Members felt that this might well be the case but that the web site might need 
some re-configuration so that people were taken directly to the relevant 
information and that the web site was not particularly intuitive. The Vice-
Chairman explained the methodology that had been used to develop 
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information for ‘Family Services’. This had involved writing one page of 
information at the outset then adding further pages over time and reordering 
them as necessary until a fully developed end product had been reached. He 
felt that a similar approach could work for developing the housing model. It 
would be important to look at the different categories of housing and to build 
this into the mosaic and the level of income required to aspire to each type of 
property. It was noted that some commercial housing companies already had 
algorithms in place that did this and it was suggested that the Council could 
provide links to such sites as these were regularly used and updated. 
 
The Chairman said that he would aim to put together a list of circumstances 
that could cross reference the list of categories to produce a tableaux to be 
signed off through Housing Policy, the Local Plan Working Group, the 
Executive and at political level. This would build upon the information already 
contained on the Council’s web site which could provide a springboard.  
 
The Vice-Chairman said that he wanted the information readily available for 
those people in crisis or emergency who often needed guidance on where 
they could find information and who may not be able to easily access digital 
services. Once the digital work and leaflet had been agreed it was important 
to ensure that these were readily available in places where people in these 
circumstances were likely to go. 
 
The Board also reflected on the provision of Council mortgages and whether 
there could be an opportunity for the Council to work with finance providers to 
provide a similar product. This could be revisited should such an opportunity 
arise in the future.             
 

16. AFFORDABLE HOME OWNERSHIP OPTIONS - BRIEFING PAPER  
 
The Strategic Housing Board considered a briefing paper which outlined the 
options available for affordable home ownership including Help-to-Buy 
products such as shared ownership, the existing Help-to-Buy and the New 
Help to Buy scheme. It also described innovative housing models such as 
Build-to-Rent, Co-Living and Community Land Trusts. The eligibility criteria 
and requirements of each scheme were outlined. The Housing Policy & 
Development Manager explained that much of this information was already 
available on the Council’s web site. 
 
The Chairman wondered where people generally went to obtain mortgage 
advice when they were considering a Help-to-Buy equity loan and whether the 
Council could establish a group of mortgage advisers that people could use 
rather than one arranged through the developer. It was explained that in many 
cases this was provided through an independent government sponsored 
agent or the person seeking advice could go directly to an agent rather than to 
an adviser supplied by the developer (in which case it was recommended that 
the customer should operate through a solicitor). 
 
The Board also considered options for micro-housing which could be a route 
into home ownership for first time buyers and could be to a high design 
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specification, although it was noted that this would not meet the Council’s 
current spatial planning requirements.   The Head of Regeneration said that 
there was already some interest from developers for Build-to-Rent and 
although there were no developments in the Borough yet there were a couple 
of sites that could be of interest to developers. The Head of Housing 
explained that co-living projects in the UK tended to be organised to meet the 
needs of vulnerable people and in terms of housing this would require 
resources and skills that the Council currently didn’t have. Also it was not a 
popular housing model in this country and there was no established tradition 
of this form of tenure unlike that in some other countries. 
 
The Chairman thanked the Housing Policy & Development Manager for 
producing an interesting briefing note which would support other work being 
undertaken by the Board. 
 

17. FUTURE WORK PLAN AND NEXT STEPS  
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) asked whether the Board wanted to 
identify particular areas of the local housing economy and to drill down on 
more specific issues. The Chairman explained that he wanted to focus on 
matters that the Council could influence and that he didn’t want to emulate the 
practices of other committees which invited visitors from outside organisations 
to attend to discuss issues over which the Council had no remit. The Vice-
Chairman questioned whether there was a need for a Work Plan given that 
there was a clear direction of travel which would result in an end product and 
would have opportunities to input to the Local Plan. The Chairman explained 
that he wanted to identify key deliverables to demonstrate value for the 
Dartford housing economy. It was agreed that the Chairman would continue to 
work on the tableaux of housing categories and circumstances and that the 
Board would evaluate where it wished to go thereafter.      
 
 

 
The meeting closed at 3.15 pm 

 
  

 
 

Councillor D Mote 
CHAIRMAN 
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UPDATE ON GOVERNMENT FUNDING TO SUPPORT 
HOMELESSNESS 

 

 
1. Summary 

 

1.1 The Government provides various grants to local authorities and private 
organisations, to assist in the prevention and relief of homelessness. This report 
provides an update on recent government funding for homelessness projects, 
specifically for Dartford. 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the Strategic Housing Board notes the report.  

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
Grants for Homelessness 
 

3.1 On 2nd January 2020, the Government announced the new funding streams for 
homelessness services for the coming financial year. Dartford has been granted 
£362,679 for the Flexible Homeless Support Grant (FHSG) and £137,140 for the 
Homelessness Reduction Grant (they previously called this New Burdens 
funding) and will receive an additional £106K for the Homeless Prevention 
Grant.  
 

3.2 The Homeless Prevention Grant is used for a wide range of initiatives to help 
prevent homelessness including provision of a crash pad bed for homeless 16/17 
year olds in the YMCA, funding for domestic abuse specialist support providers, 
paying off rent arrears for vulnerable households and travel costs to new 
accommodation.  

 
3.3 The FHSG gives Councils greater flexibility to prioritise homelessness prevention 

rather than the previous temporary accommodation management fee that could 
only be used for households that were already homeless. The Council uses this 
funding for the provision of temporary accommodation and for the Dartford Private 
Sector Leasing Scheme (DPLS). 

 
3.4 The new Homelessness Reduction Grant includes new funding for Private Rental 

Access Schemes. Dartford was successful in securing funding in 2018 to set up 
a new initiative to spearhead access to transitional insurances to encourage 
private landlords to work with homeless clients. The Council received funding for 
300 insurance products and since September 2019, 60 have been used; with the 
scheme continuing to grow through the work of the new post of Landlord Liaison 
Officer.  The Homelessness Reduction Grant includes funding for the Private 
Rented Sector Access Scheme; enabling the project to continue for at least 
another year. 
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Rough Sleeper Initiative 

3.5 In 2018, the Government announced that funding was being made available to 
reduce rough sleeping. In May 2019 the Council submitted a joint bid to 
government, with Gravesham and Swale Borough Council, for Rapid Rehousing 
Pathway funding to assist in combatting rough sleeping in North Kent. The bid 
was successful and the Council was awarded £103,000 in June 2019 to jointly 
deliver a project that would reduce overall numbers across the three authorities.  

3.6 The funding bid was made in conjunction with Look Ahead (supported people 
provider to KCC) and Porchlight who have specialised for years in supporting 
single homeless people.  

 
3.7 The funding was to be used to help rough sleepers’ access intensive 

accommodation over the winter months, and beyond, to assist in supporting 
eligible persons into permanent accommodation and to put in place a support 
system to help them maintain a tenancy. Support is seen as key to a person’s 
stability and for better outcomes longer term as rough sleepers often lead chaotic 
lives with a high number having alcohol and substance misuse issues. 

 
3.8 Look Ahead struggled to recruit a supported lettings officer and did not have 

anyone in post until November 2019. Porchlight were in a better position to start 
their complex needs navigator role immediately as they already had an officer in 
place. The result of the slow mobilisation of the Look Ahead scheme has caused 
a £45K underspend in the fund. Therefore, in December 2019, when the Rough 
Sleeper Initiative bids were invited once more, the Council put together a bid to 
continue the navigator role in Porchlight but to work towards bringing the complex 
needs and supported housing role back in-house. This will allow Officers to 
intensively support people, that have been rough sleeping, into accommodation 
and continue to support them beyond this to stop the revolving door aspect for 
those that have particularly complex vulnerabilities.  
 

3.9 The joint North Kent project was ambitious in terms of delivering an intensive 
service across such a large geographical area. Gravesham and Swale are now 
also focusing on delivering their own services and the additional funding that the 
Council has bid for will be for Dartford clients only.  The results of the bid will be 
announced in the next few weeks. 

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 

4.1 To support the Council’s overall vision to make Dartford ‘the place of quality and 
choice, a place where people choose to live, work and enjoy their leisure time. 

4.2 To support the strategic aim to facilitate quality, choice and diversity in the 
housing market, assist in meeting housing need in Dartford and deliver high 
quality services to service users; and to create strong and self-reliant 
communities.  
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5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 

 

Financial Implications None 

Legal Implications None 

 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None  

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 

 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 

 
Not applicable.   
 

7. Appendices 
 
None 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 
  Jackie Pye 

(01322) 343683 
Housing/ 
External 
Services 

N/A 
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DARTFORD HOMELESSNESS 

 

 
1. Summary 
 

1.1 This report provides background and context to the annual homelessness 
statistics for Dartford produced by Shelter and outlines the temporary 
accommodation available in the Borough.  

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the Strategic Housing Board notes the report.  

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
The context to the Homelessness Statistics produced by Shelter 
 

3.1. The legal definition of homelessness is that a household has no home in the UK 
or anywhere else in the world available and reasonable to occupy.  The 
following housing circumstances are examples of homelessness: 

 

 rooflessness (without a shelter of any kind, sleeping rough) 

 houselessness (with a place to sleep but temporary, in institutions or a 
shelter) 

 living in insecure housing (threatened with severe exclusion due to 
insecure tenancies, eviction, domestic violence, or staying with family and 
friends known as ‘sofa surfing’) 

 living in inadequate housing (in caravans on illegal campsites, in unfit 
housing, in extreme overcrowding) 

 
3.2. Shelter publishes annual statistics on homelessness.  These statistics have 

mainly highlighted the number of children housed in temporary accommodation 
in each district.  
 

3.3. However, the statistics are provided without context or explanation and are 
generally incorrectly interpreted as the Council being responsible for all of the 
families and individuals within the stated figure for each district. This is not 
usually the case, as has previously been discussed by the Scrutiny Committee 
at its meeting on 6 February 2018 and is explained below.   
 

3.4. Within its ‘homeless’ figure for Dartford Shelter includes Dartford homeless 
applicants that have been placed in temporary accommodation by the Council, 
those homeless families transferred to Dartford by London authorities for 
accommodation, and placements made by KCC. It is only the first category that 
Dartford Borough Council has responsibility for and knowledge of. 
 

3.5. Investigations revealed that Shelter also includes London and KCC residents 
transferred into the Borough into the homelessness statistics for KCC and the 
relevant London borough. This amounts to ‘double counting’ and distorts the 
true picture of Homelessness. 
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3.6. Furthermore, the Council has no direct relationship with Shelter and the data 

published by them is not recognised by the Council. Porchlight, with whom the 
Council works with to alleviate homelessness has also expressed doubts over 
the accuracy of the data for Dartford.    
 

Types of Temporary Accommodation 

3.7. It is useful, at this stage, to define what constitutes temporary accommodation as 

it is sometimes, misleadingly, referred to as ‘bed and breakfast’ accommodation.   

3.8. Bed and Breakfast is an outdated term that is sometimes used to define nightly 

paid temporary accommodation that consists of shared facilities, usually 

comprising of one room in a house with shared bathroom and kitchen facilities. 

Breakfast is not supplied by the landlord. 

3.9. The Council provides temporary accommodation to homeless families in a 

number of ways including through privately leased properties in and outside of the 

borough.  No families with children are accommodated by Dartford Borough 

Council in ‘Bed & Breakfast’ or shared facilities accommodation. Unless in an 

emergency where no other option is available on the day, all household 

placements, where children are involved, are placed into self-contained 

accommodation where they have their own cooking and bathing space.  

3.10. The Council also use their own longer term temporary housing scheme in order 

to bring some stability to homeless households and manage the significant cost 

to the Council. The Dartford Private Leasing Scheme (DPLS) allows the Council 

to lease privately rented accommodation from landlords and manage the 

occupants and properties directly. These are offered at an affordable rental rate 

and the Housing Solutions team offer support and access to the multi-agency 

housing hub, based in the council offices.  

3.11. As at 16 January 2020 there were 88 households placed by the Council in nightly 

paid temporary accommodation, of which 72 households are families with 

children. Within these households there are a total number of 152 children. None 

of these children are in accommodation where the families have to share 

communal facilities with other homeless households, or with any other families or 

individuals.  26 of these households are in self-contained placements outside of 

the Dartford Borough. 

3.12. For those households placed outside of the Borough, the Council endeavours to 

obtain accommodation within the borough as soon as possible so that families 

can be moved back to Dartford to minimise the impact on education, employment 

and family support networks.  
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Dartford Private Sector Leasing Scheme (DPLS) 

3.13. There are currently 157 households in DPLS accommodation. 98 of which are 

households with children and there are 173 children in these households in total.  

All of these properties are in the Dartford borough. All of them are self-contained 

and all are managed directly by Officers within the Housing Solutions Team; 

giving a further degree of stability that nightly paid accommodation may not offer.   

3.14. One of the main aims of the Housing Solutions Team is to seek accommodation 

that is secure and suitable for homeless households and to limit the use of nightly 

paid temporary accommodation as far as possible.  This not only benefits 

vulnerable households but also reduces the significant cost to the Council.  

3.15. DPLS and the Help 2 Rent (private rented access) schemes are used to manage 

the situation as efficiently as possible. Where it is felt that there are no other 

options for particularly vulnerable households, the Council will consider directly 

letting available council housing.  

4. Cost to the Council 

The net spend (expenditure less income from housing benefits) on nightly paid 

temporary accommodation in 2018/19 was £824,136. 

The net spend (expenditure less income from housing benefits) on DPLS 

accommodation in 2018/19 was £580,781. 

5.   Conclusion 

Homelessness and the response to it are complex and statistics can be 

misconstrued. All of the above options enables the Council to manage this 

particularly difficult demand on council housing services. 

6. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 

 
To support the Council’s overall vision to make Dartford ‘the place of quality and 
choice, a place where people choose to live, work and enjoy their leisure time. 
 

7. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 
 

Financial Implications None 

Legal Implications None 

 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None  

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 
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8. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 
Not applicable.   
 

9. Appendices 
 
None 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 
  Jackie Pye 

(01322) 343683 
Housing/ 
External 
Services 

N/A 
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KENT COUNTY COUNCIL SELECT COMMITTEE CALL FOR 
EVIDENCE – AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

 

 
1. Summary 

1.1 Kent County Council (KCC) is currently running a Select Committee on Affordable 
Housing. This Select Committee will consider how Kent fits into the national 
context and aims to identify some key areas where KCC can perhaps do more to 
improve the situation and increase the availability of affordable housing. 

1.2 The Strategic Housing Board is invited to offer its views as part of the wider   
evidence being collected for presentation to the Select Committee. 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 The Strategic Housing Board is invited to consider its views on issues relating to 

the provision of affordable housing for submission to KCC’s Select Committee. 

  

 
3. Background and Discussion 

3.1 KCC is currently running a Select Committee on Affordable Housing, chaired 
by the Leader of Canterbury City Council, Rob Thomas, in his KCC 
capacity. This Select Committee will consider how Kent fits into the national 
context and aims to identify some key areas where KCC can perhaps do more 
to improve the situation and increase the availability of affordable housing.   

3.2 KCC has recognised that it is not the local planning authority but that it has a 
role to play in the delivery of affordable housing. This is typically true in larger 
planning applications for housing where the development viability 
assessment, which assesses the financial deliverability of the scheme, 
dictates how much infrastructure can be delivered. This includes roads, 
education, health provision as well as the amount of affordable housing. 

3.3 The Committee will consider a range of fresh evidence from a wide array of 
sources but also that it takes into account the research and academic work 
that has already been undertaken in this area. 
 

3.4 Affordable Housing Select Committee – Terms of Reference 
 

 To define and put into context affordable housing.  

 To explore KCC’s current role in supporting the development of new 
affordable housing in Kent. 

 To consider additional ways in which KCC can support the development 
of affordable housing in Kent. 

The following particular points are of interest to the Committee: 
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 What, in your view, are the main challenges in relation to affordable 

housing? 
 What, in your opinion, should Kent County Council do to support and 

maximise the development of affordable housing in Kent?  
 Any further comments and information, with relevance to this subject 

that you feel the Committee should made be aware of. 

4. What are the main challenges to relation to affordable housing? 

The main challenges are: 

 Land availability for new council homes – the Council has exhausted its 
supply of land for new council housing development apart from a few 
small sites that are more difficult to develop.  This is a key issue that 
will affect future delivery. 
 

 At present, Dartford’s policy is to provide up to 30% affordable housing 
on all qualifying development sites as part of a Section 106 planning 
agreement.  Although this level is not always achieved, due mainly to 
viability issues, it still provides a reasonable level of affordable housing, 
compared to some other authorities.   
 

However, lack of government funding for social rented homes means 
that developers and housing associations, seek a greater level of 
shared ownership, or other forms of home ownership products, which 
are not affordable to many households on the Council’s housing 
register; although it is acknowledged that shared ownership is a useful 
product for those wishing to get a foot on the housing ladder.   Given 
the above, it would therefore be helpful if KCC could assist in the 
lobbying of MPs to highlight the need for additional funding for social 
rented homes. 

5. What does the Strategic Housing Board believe that KCC should do to 
support and maximise the development of affordable housing in Kent?    

Dartford, like some authorities in Kent and the South East has, over the last 
few years, developed a build programme for affordable social rented council 
housing using monies received from Right to Buy receipts and the Housing 
Revenue Account.  Dartford has built or acquired over 90 homes for local 
people since 2016 and this programme is likely to continue on small parcels of 
council owned land that are surplus to requirements. 
 
Unfortunately, council owned land is becoming short on supply which makes a 
future programme more difficult to achieve.  Although there is some scope for 
purchasing land, this is only possible if the development is financially viable; 
which in many cases it is not. 
 
In order to support and maximise development in Dartford and Kent, it would 
be useful if the County and districts work together to identify surplus KCC land 
or buildings that could be used to provide affordable council housing.   It is 
understood that the County has sold off around 112 sites since 2014. 
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The Board might wish to suggest that a protocol is developed to achieve this 
and that discussions take place between KCC and Dartford to help achieve 
this. 

6. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

6.1 To support the Council’s overall vision to make Dartford ‘the place of quality 
and choice, a place where people choose to live, work and enjoy their 
leisure time. 

 
6.2 To support the strategic aim to facilitate quality, choice and diversity in the 

housing market, assist in meeting housing need in Dartford and deliver high 
quality services to service users; and to create strong and self-reliant 
communities.  

 

 
7. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 

 

Financial Implications None 

Legal Implications None 

 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative 
Implications 

None  

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 

 

  
8. Details of Exempt Information Category 

 
Not applicable.   
 

9. Appendices 
 
None 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 
  Jackie Pye 

(01322) 343683 
Housing/ 
External 
Services 

N/A 
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